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HERE are three variables in a consultation -
oThePatient
oThe Doctor and
o The Interaction between them.

A patient may be difficult either because of his presenting
problem, or his personality, or because of the way he is
managed by a particular doctor. A patient may therefore be
difficult for one doctor, but not for another.

A demanding patient may be resented by his doctor, a non-
compliantpatientmayevokeangerinhisdoctor, adepressed
patient may make his doctor feel uncomfortable, a
hypochondriac may cause his doctor to feel helpless. These
are all difficult patients, each needing to be managed in a
special way. An intolerant, easily frustrated doctor will tend
to find more of his patients to be difficult.

A doctor may well create a difficult patient by his particuiar
approach. Forinstance, apatientwho does notrespond to his
inappropriate reassurance, a patient who is unmoved by his
attempts to convert him to his own standards and pre-
conceptions, a patient who is irritated by his authoritarian ad-
vice, possibly given on insufficient grounds. In each case,
here, the undesirable outcome is actually caused by the doc-
tor's approach. The doctor's personality can have a decisive
influence on his interpretation of the patient, his problems
and his needs. In fact, Michael Balintl says

"it is not so much the patient's needs but
the doctor's individuality that determines
the form in which the doctor administers
himself".

Ideal1y, a doctor should be aware of the effect his own per-
sonality may have on his relationships with patients. The
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quality of interaction between patient and doctor during a
consultation depends as much on the doctor as on the patient.

It is uital thnt a fanLily practitimoer aal'i
feeling he kas to d'iagnose otr exclufu a
physical illness in euery patient.

R.S. Greco2 reminds us that "there is a psychological aspect
to every patient-doctor transaction". It is vital that a family
practitioner avoids feeling he has to diagnose or exclude a
physicalilJnessineverypatient. If hisprime motive is to ex-
clude organic disease, he may actuallyproduce anxietyand a
negative result in the patient, by arranging a variety of un-
necessary investigations. Instead, he ought to try and
discover why the patient has come to see him. To this end,
he shor"rld attempt to asceftain the patient's true needs, and
thereby arrive at a deeper understanding of the problem,
enabling him to communicate more effectively with his pa-
tient. Often, the patient's needs are expressed or conveyed in
indirect ways, and it is then the difficult task of the doctor to
detect these hidden messages. This is a skill which needs to
be lean-red. 'Common sense' would tempt him to acceot the
obvious, or the most readily available answer. the easier way
out. It is easy to fall into this h'ap.
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difficultpatients

Often tke futient's needs are exfressd or
canueyed in indirect ways - and it is tken
tke diffinnlt task of tke d.octm to dntect these
hidfun rnessages.

I remember linding myself intensely irritated by a mother of
three young children who constantly referred to what dif-
ferent doctors had done forherchildren's complaints. I knew
I shouldn't take it as a personal rejection that she 'shopped'

between me and other doctors in the area, and I knew I
should try to find out why she needed to do this. Despite be-
ingaware ofthis, I didn'tsucceed. She brought her daughter
to see me one morning, as usual with a trivial complaint,
which I felt she was exaggerating. I was caught up in the trap
of focussing on the ostensible problem offered, and tried to
convince her that there was nothing organically wrong - I
even needed the help of an ESR! The next day, another doc-
tor in the area mentioned that he'd been called out to their
home that evening, and had found the mother in such a state
of anxietythatshe hadrequired sedation. AJterthat, he gotto
knowherbetter, and itturned outthatshe had financial, mar-
riage, and work problems, and just wasn't coping. Only then
did I understand her need to 'shop'. She had been using her
children's trivial complaints to present her own need for help
- help which she didn'tgetfrom me.

if the illness 'offered' by a patient is accepted merely at face
value, the doctor couldbe guaranteeingforhimself a difficult

patient - a patient who will return unchanged, offering the
same or perhaps a new illness, but still with the same
underlying problem. This type of patient will become a
chronic attender, apparently 'incurable'. On the other hand,
by helping the patient to understand his dfficulties more
clearly and encouraging him to express his feelings, the
general practitioner may avoid the development of long-
term 'organised' ill-health. It would be no use reassuring
such a patient that "everything will be alright", or trying to
convince him that there is nothing physically wrong. The pa-
tient will then feel misunderstood. He needs a doctor who
willlistentohim.

A diffbult patient can engendpr fulings
0f failure, anger, frustrat'ion, g,tilt,
inndnqunry 0r anxieb) in tke dactar.

Of course it is often easier to avoid this communication on a
deeper level by keeping the patient at a 'safe' emotional
distance, and avoiding having to cope with powerful emotions
stirred up in ourselves. A difficult patient can engender feel-
ings offailure, anger, frustration, guilt, inadequacy or anxie-
ty in the doctor or a patient may be regarded as 'difficult'

because he engenders these feelings in the doctor. Because
these feelings are very often suppressed, we need to constantly
askourselveshowthe patientreallymakes usfeel. We need to
accept these feelings, however bad we may feel about them.
Byquestioningourselves also whywe respondinaparticular
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difficult patients

way to a'difficult' patient, we may gain some insight into the
patient's real problem.
Apatientwho standsvividly in mymemoryis ayourgwoman
with severe scleroderma, with whom I tried desperately to
develop a constructive relationship. Despite my genuine at-
tempts to help her, I repeatedly fou:rd her to be angry and ag-
gressive. This in turn made me angry, and I f e1t rejected. The
easiest way out, I felt, was to give up, and just communicate
with her on a more comfortable, superficial level. It was only
after discussingmyfi'ustrations at a Balint group meetingthat
I realisedthatitwaswrongto takeherargerpersonally. Ilear-
ned that I had to use her anger constructively, by helping her
to express her reasons for it. In this way we were able to start
commturicating on a psychological level, and I succeeded in
treating her as a whole patient with feelings, rather than just
as a tragic, rare physical case.

It takes a real strength of purpose to cope with the feelings
engendered in us by difficult patients. One of the most potent
feelings is that of guilt. Balint group members have often
presented suicide cases, reporting their own terrible guilt feel-
ings that inevitably accompany such cases. They feel they
have failed, and are in some way responsible, having had the
opportr-rnity to communicate on a deeper, psychological level,
and having noticed the waming signs . Discussions of different
methods of intervention are easy in retrospect. Unfortunate-
ly, we do have to accept these patients as failures, but we can-
not possibly take full blame. There is a limit towhat we can
achieve withsuch difficultpatients, given the time constraints
underwhichwe operate. Guiltfeelings in doctors maynot on-
ly be due to a sense of failure but are also so often due to feel-
ings of anger, hostility and rejection of patients.

Throughout our medical training, our self-image of being
'healers'is reinforced. The public also tends to endorse this
perception by placingan often inordinate faith in our powers
of curing. But it is imperative that we learn to accept some
failures. The doctorwho expects to 'cure'al1 his patients in
everyrespect, and considers itapersonalfailure if he doesn't
achieve this, will undoubtedly find many of his patients to be
dfficult - if notimpossiblel

I bemrnp anare thnt I lmd w anted to irnfose vnJt
awn ex/ectntions of kis behnuiaur an kitn.

Non-compliance is a problem in every doctor's practice.
Studies have shown that the most important variable deter-
mining compliance is the quality of the doctor-patient relation-
ship. I remember caring for an elderly man who was about to
have his secondabove-knee amputation. He seemed tohave
lost a11self-respect. He was unshaven, obese, rude, and con-
tinued to smoke unashamedly, despite doctors'and nurses'
repeated warnings. His overt non-compliance and'dirtiness'
was repulsive to me. I found all contact with him uncomfor-
table, andbegantoavoid him. Of course, I neededtodefine my
role - I did not have to feel obliged to conquer his non-
compliance, (or his 'dirtiness!) and convert him into a well-
behaved patient who took his doctors' advice without hesita-
tion. I became aware that I had wanted to impose my own ex-
pectations of his behaviour on him. With this in mind, I took a
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new line, and managed to start communicating with him on a
deeper level. I listened to him, and found out about his life out-
side the hospital ward. Only then could I understand why he
had not been able to help himself to stop smoking. He had nee-
ded help then, but now it was almost too late. One can only
wonderwhatmayhave happened, had hebeenable to develop
a sound relationship with a family doctor years before.

It is thp d,octor,'s general apptoach thnt h
tke key dnterunining factor.

Doctors tend to blame lack of time for their failure to develop
therapeutic relationships with patients. However, it is the doc-
tor's general approach that is the key determining factor. He
should constant$ question himself as to whether his manage-
ment is appropriate for a particular patient. A general practi-
tioner is in a privileged position to practise continuing care,
sometimes with whole families, over lifetimes. This provides
him with opporfunities to develop meaningful relationships
with his patients. He is in the unique position of being able to
assess a problem in the context of the whole patient, his fami
1y, and his environment, and to intervene withthe appropriate
management at the appropriate time. Because of his intimate
knowledge of a patient, a family practitioner will be aware that
the ostensible complaint may not always be the patient's real
problem. Such effective doctor-patient relationships are not
achieved merely through the application of 'common sense'.
Cerlain importantskills have to be leamed.

Effutiue doctor-patient relntirruships
ai/e nlt achieued ynerely through the
application of camnton sense.

I consider myself privileged to have been able to leam, through
my Balint h'aining, about the complexities of the doctor-patient
relationship. I have learned howto listentopotentiallydfficult
patients. Throughlearningthese skills, I have as aby-product
of this training come to understand myself better, become
more aware of my various prejudices and idiosyncrasies and
theirpotential effect on my relationship with patients.

Theprogress of Balintgroup membershas beenassessed by
Bacal' by the decreasing etent to which impossible cases are
presented. Notwithstanding this, there will always be difficult
patients. Rememberfhe t}ree variables: the patient, the doc-
tor and their interaction. If we can work to eliminate two of
these factors - the difficult doctor, and difficulties in the
doctor-patient relationship caused by him, then we as general
practitioners wouldbe doingabetterjob, andapproachingjust
a little more closely the higher ideals to which ourprofession
aspires.
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